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PREFACE 

A presentation based on this paper was given by the author in 
session ClIO of SHARE 56 in Houston, Texas. The date of the 
session was March 11, 1981. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This paper will discuss similarities and differences between 
Systems Network Architecture (SNA) of IBM and the ISO Reference 
Model for Open Systems Interconnection (051). The definitive 
document for SNA is an IBM manual ent i tIed Systems Network 
Architecture Format and Protocol Reference Manual: Architec
tural Logic (15). The definitive document for OSI is 
International Standards Organization (ISO) "Draft Proposal 
7498" (4). In working form, this document is also identified 
as ISO/TC97/SC16/537 Rev. It is dated December 3, 1980. 

The discussions in this paper will be high level. They are not 
intended to exhaustively cover each relevant detail of both 
arch i tectures. Rather they will present a high leve 1 d i s
cussion of the two architectures with emphasis on common objec
tives and the means of attaining these objectives. SNA is much 
further along in evolution than 051. As a result, much more 
detail about SNA is available. Awareness of the stages of evo
lution is essential in making judgments about the two 
architectures. 

The Append i x presents a general discuss i on of arch i tecture 
with specific points on communications architectures. Layer
ing, environmental, and data flow concepts common to both OSI 
and SNA are introduced. This should be read by those unfamil
i ar wi th layered arch i tectures. 

The first section is a brief discussion of the objectives and 
benef its assoc i ated with 051 and SNA. 

Next will be specific discussions of 051 and then SNA. This is 
where the more advanced evo 1 ut i on of SNA will become apparent. 

Finally will be discussions comparing the two structures foI
lowed by some suggested cone 1 us ions. 

An effort has been made to reduce the technical detail in this 
paper. The paper has concepts and ins i ghts for the un in i t i ated 
in data communications. However, those that wi 11 gain the most 
from it are those wi th some awareness of current issues assoc i
ated with data communications. A conceptual understanding of 
standards such as CCITT X.21 and CeITT X.2S or EIA RS-232 is 
necessary to apprec i ate some of the discuss i on on OSI. The 
reader is also presumed to have a familiarity with basic SNA 
concepts as defined by IBM and with the IBM product line that 
supports SNA. It is not the intent of this paper to provide a 
tutor i al in either standards, SNA concepts, or IBM products. 

Introduction 1 



OS1 AND SNA 

The following quotations from the draft (4) establish the envi
ronment to be addressed by aSI. 

The purpose is " ••• to provide a common basis for the 
coordination of standards developments for the purpose 
of systems interconnection .••• " 

"OSI is concerned wi th the 
between systems (and not the 
e a chi n d i v i d u a I s y s t e mJ • " 

exchange 
internal 

of i nformat ion 
functioning of 

" A system is a set of one or more computers, the ass 0-

c i ated software, per i phera Is, term ina Is, human opera
tors, phys i ca 1 processes, i nformat i on transfer means, 
etc., that forms an autonomous whole capable of perform
ing information processing. 

". Openness' refers to the mutua I recogn it i on and 
support of the appl i cable standards." 

aS1 addresses standardization of protocols that are required 
to allow communication among discrete data processing 
entities. There is a sense that the discrete entities have the 
capability to meaningfully process data when operating stand
alone. Enhanced data processing capabilities may result from 
interconnection with other data processing entities. There is 
also a sense that the data processing entities can be dissimi
lar in structure. 

SNA provides a foundation for a unified teleprocessing strate
gy from IBM. The products supporting and guided by SNA consti
tute the implementation of the strategy. The primary benefits 
accruing from the strategy are fourfold: 

1. protect i on of customer app 1 i cat ion investment, 

2 • flex i b iIi ty, of product deve lopment in order to take advan
tage of new techno log i es, 

3. uniformity of function to be supported by communications 
products, and the 

4. creat i on of an app 1 i cat i on foundat i on that fac iIi tates 
address i ng new opportun it i es. 

Since SNA is the basis for a coherent product offering rather 
than the basis for interconnecting dissimi lar systems, it goes 
beyond OSI in scope. SNA includes a control structure that 
prov i des for management of the network resources. Add i
tionally, there are increasing systems management offerings to 
assist in administration of the problems and change associated 
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with any complex system. These off~rings can grow to be quite 
comp lete since the ent ire commun i cat ions env j ronment funct ions 
under one set of rules. 

As can be seen, aS! and SNA are cons i derab 1 y different in the i r 
origins and objectives. However, if a discussion of SNA is 
restricted to inter-system communication with no consideration 
for resource control and management, much similarity between 
aS! and SNA can be established. Although this similarity will 
be shown in the next sections, the reader must recognize that 
systems conformi ng to SNA wi 11 enjoy a higher degree of homoge
neity than systems developed with no conformity to any 
architecture. 

The next two sections individually address 051 and SNA. The 
followi ng sect i on offers some compar i sons of the two. 

as I and SNA 3 



OPEN SYSTEMS INTERCONNECTION 

OS! is a provisional model proposed by the International Stand
ards Organization (ISO). It is to provide a framework for 
standards deve lopment support i ng interconnect i on of systems 
using peer-to-peer communication between equivalent layers. 
051 has seven layers. These seven layers descr i be the seven 
componeht processes that define the total data communications 
process for one party of a two-party conve,rsat i on. 

In the arch i tecture, each layer (component process) must act in 
concert with its peer., The peer represents the other system in 
the conversat i on. Therefore, it takes at least two imp lementa
tions of all seven layers to permit communication between two 
end-users. In add it ion, there may be i ntermed i ate i mplementa
tions of layers concerned only with data transport. This is 
shown in Figure Ion page 5. 

The current as! draft proposal (4) describes the relationship 
among the seven layers. Data formats and inter-layer protocols 
are in varyi ng stages of development. 

'Layer' is synonymous with 'level' in this 051 nomemclature. 
When referring to a level/layer by its number, level will be 
used, e. g., level 4. When referr i ng to a leve l/layer by its 
name, layer wi 11 be used, e. g., the Transport layer. 
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The seven layers are discussed below. 

• 

• 

051 

Level 7 - Appl i cat i on Layer 

The OSI-defined communications process is represented to 
the USEr by th is layer. Based on requests from the network 
user, this layer selects appropriate services to be sup
plied from lower layer functions. Lower layer functions 
are com p r i sed off un c t ion sac tin g 0 n b .e hal f 0 f a 1 0 cal par
ty to the conversation as well as peer functions acting on 
beha 1 f of the remote party. 

As specified in the 051 draft (4), the following services 
are within the scope of the application layer acting on 
behalf of a particular network user: 

i dent if i cat i on of intended commun i cat ions partners 
and their availability and authenticity, 

establ i shment of author i ty to commun i cate, 

agreement on requ ired pr i vacy mechan isms, 

determination of cost allocation methodology, 

determi nat i on of resource adequacy to prov i de an 
acceptab Ie qua 1 i ty of ser vice, 

synchronization of cooperating applications, 

selection of dialog discipline, 

establ i shment of error recovery respons i b i 1 i ty, 

agreement on data va lid i ty comm i tment, 

i dent if i cat i on of data syntax constra i nts, and 

information transfer. 

Level 6 - Presentat i on Layer 

The following definition is quoted from the 051 draft (4): 

The purpose of the Presentation layer is to repre
sent information to communicating 
app 1 i cat i on-ent it i es ina way that preserves mean i ng 
wh i Ie reso 1 vi ng syntax differences. 

Toward this objective, this layer can provide the follow
ing functions: 

data transformation, 

data formatting, and 
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syntax selection. 

Level 5 - Sess i on layer 

The following definition is from the 051 draft (4): 

The purpose of the Session layer is to provide the 
means necessary for cooperating 
presentation-entities to organize and synchronize 
their dialogue and manage their data exchange. To do 
this, the Session layer provides services to estab
lish a session-connection between two 
presentation-entities, and to support their orderly 
exchange interactions. 

In support of these objectives, the Session layer provides 
the fo llow i ng serv ices to the Presentat i on layer: 

session-connection establishment, 

session-connection release, 

normal data exchange, 

exped i ted data exchange, 

quarantine service, 

interaction management, 

exception reporting, and 

mechanism for session-connection synchroni zation. 

Level 4 - Transport Layer 

This layer exists to provide" transparent transfer of 
data between session-entities." Transport protocols will 
have end-to-end significance. Transport layer users will 
be " .•. provided with the means to establish, maintain and 
release transport connections which represent a two-way 
simultaneous data path between a pair of 
transport-addresses." 

The aS! proposal (4) 
wi th i n the Transport 
associated services. 

defines three phases of operation 
layer. They are listed below with 

1 • Establishment phase. 

The object i ve is to establ i sh connect ions between peer 
transport functions on behalf of service requests from 

7 
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higher levels. The service quality of the connection 
can be negotiated during this phase. Services pro
vided include: 

selection of network service as a function of 
parameters such as throughput, transit delay, 
set-up de lay, and error character i st i cs, 

management of transport connect ions to lower level 
connections, 

establishment of appropriate data unit size, 

selection of usable functions for data transfer, 
and 

transport of data from higher levels. 

2. Data transfer phase. 

These services have the objective of providing data 
transfer in accordance with agreed-upon service quali
ty from the establ i shment phase. Serv ices prov i ded 
include: 

blocking, 

concatenation, 

segmenting, 

multiplexing of connections provided by lower lev
els, 

f low control ina sess ion-or i ented, end-to-end 
sense, 

m a i n ten an ce 0 f the i dent i t y 0 fda tau nit s r e c e i v e d 
from the Sess i on layer, 

ma i ntenance of connect i on i dent i ty between the two 
transport functions acting on behalf of the par
ties of the conversat ion, 

error detect i on for lost, damaged, dupl i cated, 
misordered, or misdelivered data units, 

error recovery to address problems detected in 
this layer or signalled from lower levels, and 

transport of expedited data which flows outside 
normal flow control mechanisms. 
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3. Termination phase. 

These services allow either end of the session to ter
minate the connection with notification to the other 
party. Services include: 

notification of termination reason, 

identification of connection terminated, and 

optional information as required. 

The following condition from the OS1 proposal (4) is note
worthy: 

Only connection-oriented services are defined: 
transaction-oriented services and 
broadcast-oriented services are anticipated as 
future extensions to the basic definition. 

Level 3 - Network Layer 

The basic function of this layer " ••• is to provide the 
transparent transfer of all data submitted by the Trans
port layer" while allowing H ••• the structure and detailed 
content o,f submitted data to be determined exclusi vely by 
levels above the Network layer." 

The purpose is to allow the higher levels to have " •.• 
independence from routing and switching considerations 
associated with the establishment and operation of a ••• " 
connection. The establishment, maintenance, and termi
nat i on of connect ions on behal f of us i ng part i es is 
included in the service provided by this layer. 

These funct ions and serv ices are listed be low. 

Network addressing and end point identification. 

Multiplexing network connections onto data link con
nect ions pro v i ded by the next lower leve 1 • 

Segmenting 
transfer. 

and/or blocking to facilitate data 

Service selection when different services are avail
able. 

Selection of service quality based on parameters such 
as: residual errors, service availability, reliabil
ity, throughput, transit delay, and 
connection-establishment delay. 

9 



Error detection and recovery to support desired quali
ty of service. 

Error notification to higher levels when service qual
ity cannot be maintained. 

Sequenced delivery of data if available from a partic
ular implementation. 

Flow contro 1. Th i sis support of flow contro lind i ca
tors provided at one end by the Transport layer. This 
does not address global flow control issues. Internal 
network flow control requirements may exist that can 
be reflected to the user at the network interface. 

Exped i ted data transfer as an opt i onal serv i ce. 

Connection reset with loss of enroute data and notifi
cation to using parties. 

Termi nat i on serv ices when requested by a us i ng party. 

Cur r e n t t h ink i n g for Net w 0 r k 1 a ye r de fin i t ion see n t e r s 
around level 3 of the CCITT X.25 specification (13). This 
recommendation addresses protocols and formats for commu
n i cat i on between an end-user node and a network-access 
node. Accord i ng 1 y, 1 i m i ted end-to-end protoco Is are 
def i ned. Th is is cons i stent with the aS! layer 
definitions. 

The CCITT X.25 recommendation does not address protocols, 
formats, or serv ices between network-access nodes. The 
owner of a data movement service with X.2S interfaces may 
address internal data link and physical layer functions in 
any manner that he chooses. This is an opportunity for 
imp lementat i on cho ices to serve the conven i ence of the 
transport serv ice creator. 

• leve 1 2 - nata Link Layer 

as! 

The aS! proposa 1 (4) states: "The Data Link layer prov ides 
functional and pr~cedural means to establish, maintain and 
release data-link-connections among network-entities." 
The objectives are to provide data transmission services 
to the Network layer and ". 00 to detect and possibly cor
rect errors wh i ch may occur in the Phys i cal layer." 

Significant functional characteristics of this layer are 
listed below. 

Data-link-connection activation and deactivation. 
These functions include the use of physical multipoint 
fac i lit i es to support connect ions between peer Network 
layer funct ions. 
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Mapping data units provided from the Network layer 
intodata-link-protocol units for transmission 

Multiplexing of one data-link-connection onto several 
physical connections. 

Delimiting of data-link-protocol units for trans
mission. 

Error detection, recovery, and notification as appro
priate. 

Identification and parameter exchange with peer data 
link parties. 

Two current examples of Data Link layer implementations 
are: 

1. High-level Data Link Control (HOLC). This is an 
ISO-developed link protocol that has enjoyed a favora
ble recept i on in the i nternat i ona 1 data commun i cat ions 
community. 

2. Link Access Protocol B (LAP-B). This is a subset of 
HOLC asynchronous balanced mode (ABM) protocols. It 
is identified as an option for Level 2 of the CCITT 
X.25 specification (13). 

The reader should understand that different interpreta
tions of OSI could support different protocols in this lay
er, e.g., SDlC, ADCCP, etc. Support of different protocols 
here could also be driven by implementation or market fac
tors. For example, the access protocols associated with 
well-known packet networks include BSC and asynchronous 
disciplines among others. 

Level 1 - Physical Control Layer 

The OS I pro p 0 sal (4 ) state s : " The P h y sic all aye r pro v i des 
mechanical, electrical, functional and procedural charac
ter i st i cs to act i vate, rna i nta i nand deact i vate phys i ca 1 
connections for transmission of transparent bit 
streams between ••• " us i ng part i es. 

The current focus for new networks is on the CCITT X.21 
spec if i cat ion (6). Ex i st i ng equ i prnent and assoc i ated mar
ket requirements have caused the evolution of two modes of 
X.21 bis; 

1. a V.24/RS-232 mode, and 

2. a V.35 mode. 

11 



This completes the discussion of OS1. The next section will 
describe SNA. Some differences between OS1 and SNA wi 11 be 
identified under "appropriate topics. The following section 
will highlight the significant differences between OS1 and 
SNA. 
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SYSTEMS NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 

When SNA was first announced in 1974, we descr i bed three 
layers: 

• the transm iss i on subsystem layer, 

• the funct i on management layer, and 

• the application layer. 

The following definitions of the SNA layers are given (12): 

••• The transmission management layer controls movement 
of user data through the network, independently of the 
contents of the user data unit ••.• A transmission man
agement layer exists in every intermediate node through 
which data units flow, and transmission management may 
utilize a variety of physical connections and protocols 
between the nodes of an SNA network. 

The function management layer controls the presentation 
format of information sent from and received by NAU ser
vices manager layer. 

Function management also manages the protocols support
i ng the exchange of user; nformat i on. 

The services of the function management layer are 
invoked by requests from the application layer. In the 
computer, the appl i cat i on layer cons i sts of the appl i ca
tion programs from which the terminal user requests 
information-processing services. At the terminal, the 
application layer is represented by the terminal opera
tor or an application in a programmable control unit. 
SNA refers to these sources destinations as 'end users' 

AsS N A e·v 0 I v ed, par tic u I a r I yin t 0 i n t e r con n e c ted CPU en vir 0 n
ments, refinements of the functions associated with these lay
ers led to the definition of five nested networks. These are 
shown in Figure 2 on page 14 (15). 

The correct i nterpretat i on of th is picture fo llows, work i ng 
from the outs i de toward the center. 

Pairs of end-users desiring to communicate use NTWK.SNA to do 
so. The users are prov i ded access to the network through an 
associated NAU Services Manager (16). 

SNA 13 
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NAU Services Managers use NTWK.SESS for peer communications on 
behalf of the end users. The component process associated with 
the session on behalf of end users is the Function Management 
Data Services (FMDS). 

Function Management Data Services will use NTWK.DFC. The DFC 
element pair acting on behalf of the of the end users will 
enforce data flow protocols chosen for the session. 

The DFC element pairs will use NTWK.TC as a communication vehi
cle. The DFC element pairs are associated with transmission 
control element pai rs for the provision and management of a 
two-way data f low for the end user sess i on. 

The transm iss i on contro 1 element pa irs will use NTWK. PC to " ••• 
route P1U' s based on the dest i nat i on and or i gin addresses •••• " 

By taking three liberties with Figure 2 on page 14, we can 
derive a layered picture depicting an end user as shown in Fig
ure 3 on page 16. The specific liberties are listed below: 

1. tak i ng a s lice of the comb i ned networks based on end user 
Par t y Ash own i n Fig u r e 2 0 n p age 1 4 , 

2. add i ng the Data Link Contro 1 layer under Path Contro l, and 

3. iII ustrat i ng the Phys i ca 1 Contro 1 funct i on beneath Data 
Link Control. 

On the left side of Figure 3 on page 16, the OSl layers are 
shown. This is not to suggest any one-to-one mapping between 
the OS1 layers and the SNA layers. The suggestion is that the 
complete function addressed by SNA implementations for 
inter-system communication has some equivalence to the com
plete function modeled by OSl. Complete function includes all 
tasks that must be executed between the entry into the network 
of a service request from the end user and the transmission of 
that serv i ce request by the Phys i cal layer onto the trans
mission medium. 

SNA implementations also include 
facilities and network managment 
addressed by the OS1 model. 

internal network 
features that 

control 
are not 

The seven SNA layers from Figure 3 on page 16 are described 
individually below. The basis for these descriptions is the 
SNA Format and Protocols Manual (15). 

SNA 15 
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NAU Services Manager layer 

There are three service manager functions included in this 
layer: systems services control point (SSCP) service man
ager, physical unit service manager, and logical unit ser
vice manager. The first two categor i es and compan ion 
portions of the logical unit services manager are associ
ated wi th internal network control of its resources (17). 

The remainder of the functions of the logical unit services 
manager are simi lar to the services suggested for OS! level 
7, the Application layer. 

An end user (party to a conversation) using the services of 
this layer attaches to a port into the SNA network. This 
port represents an application-entity that is referred to 
as a logical unit (LU) (16). This entity, or port, will 
communicate with its peer representing the other party of 
the desired two-party communication. It can communicate 
with network control functions such as the SSCP or an asso
ciated physical unit (PU). Accessing this port provides 
management services that initialize parameters ,for several 
layers. 

Some specific examples of functions executed on behalf of 
the end user through the port provided by this layer are: 

resolut i on of network addresses from network names, 

check i ng of end-user access author i ty, 

select i on and match i ng of sess i on parameters, 

management and ma i ntenance serv ices, 

presentation services support, and 

sync point services. 

Measurement 
topics set 

services 
aside for 

and network operator serv ices are 
future architectural definition. 

Currently, services available in these areas are defined 
by the product developer(s). 

Function Management layer 

The services provided by this layer are similar to those 
s u g 9 est e d for 0 S I level 6, the Pre sen tat i' 0 n 1 aye r • InS N A 
implementations, the services are provided by a function 
management data services (FMDS) element acting on behalf 
of an end user. 

17 



The FMDS element pa i r" prov i des a connect i on for pass
ing message units between pairs of •.• " LU services manag
ers representing end users. 

This layer can provide format translation between services 
managers in accordance with format or presentation ser
vices Clvailable for the session. Specific examples are: 

device selection and control for multi-device work
stations, 

data compress i on and compact ion, and 

formatting data' for diskettes when transmitting load 
modules for programmable devices. 

Additionally, the FMDS element pair representing the end 
users will check and maintain current states for control
ling and synchronizing some network services associated 
with sess i on contro 1. 

• Data Flow Control Layer. 

SNA 

NOTE: Up until now, a one-for-one mapping between 
SNA layers and aS! layers may have been i mpl i ed. 
Wh i Ie th i s has some va 1 i d i ty for the top two and bot
tom two layers, it breaks down for the intermediate 
layers. The correct sense should be that the compos
ite functions defined for OS1 levels 5, 4, and 3, 
(Session, Transport, and Network layers respective
ly) are roughly addressed by the composite functions 
provided by the SNA layers of Data Flow Control, 
Transmission Control, and Path Control. Within 
these large segments, the boundar i es are not d i s
tinct and do not map together. 

The function of the Data Flow Control (OFC) layer is to 
control the flow of data between the FMOS element pairs of 
a session. Network and session control data is not managed 
by t his 1 aye r • 

Specific functions are listed below (15): 

enforcement of correct data formats, 

enforcement and check i ng of cha in i ng, 

correlation of requests and responses. including 
ass i gnment of sequence numbers, 

enforcement of different response modes, e.g., immedi
ate or delayed, 
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coordination of sending and receiving according to 
session parameters, e.g., full-duplex, half-duplex 
contention, half-duplex flip-flop, 

enforcement of bracket protocols, 

enforcement of data flow suspension when requested, 
and 

regulat i on of response queu i ng. 

Transmission Control Layer 

There are three components of Transmission Control. 

There are sess i on contro I funct ions wh i ch inc I ude " 
session-specific support for starting, clearing, and 
resynchronizing session-related data flows." 

There are the connect i on po i nt manager funct ions wh i ch 
include sequence number checking, 
enciphering/deciphering, separation of normal and expe
dited data flows, pacing enforcement, and routing of data 
to Data Flow Control and Path Control. 

Finally, there is the boundary function. This is imple
mented within the network to support peripheral nodes. 
Peripheral nodes are isolated from global network consid
erations. The functions implemented on behalf of peripher
al nodes include header transformation, address 
translation, routing to proper link station, optional seg
menting of message units, session pacing, and coordination 
of local flow control with global flow control. 

Path Control Layer • 

Path Control provides a full duplex path. independent of 
the physical configuration. Path Control performs the 
path-se lect ion funct ions, ensur i ng that the correct trans
mission group or route extension is selected. Path Control 
assures the the message unit format is appropriate for the 
transmission medium. Path Control routes data over avail
able links and through intermediate nodes enabling many 
end users to share common network resources. 

There is a path control element in each SNA node. 

There is a path control function associated with boundary 
funct i on support of per i pheral nodes. 

Spec if i c examples of Path Control funct ions are: 
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segmenting and reassembly of message units, 

rout i ng among SNA subareas, 

transmission group control, 

virtual route control including pacing, 

exp lie it route contro I, 

route extension control in support of boundary func
tions, 

Oata Link Control Layer 

This layer is defined below (15): 

Oata link control (OLC) supports protocols for (1) 
executing and coordinating the transfer of message 
units across a link connection between a single pri
mary OLC user and a set of secondary OLC users, and 
for (2) performing link-level flow management and 
error recovery procedures. 

Excepting transmission group management in Path Control, 
this layer is a functional equivalent to OSI level 2. 

Current SNA implementation employ the following data link 
protocols: 

1. S/370 channel protocols, and 

2. SOLC. 

Regarding the relationship of SOLC to HOLC, the following 
point is noteworthy (11). 

It is IBM's technical judgement that SOLC, as imple
mented in IBM telecommunication products, conforms 
with a defined operational subset of ISO HOLC: the 
Unbalanced Normal Class of Procedure. An important 
point in understanding this technical judgement is 
that SDLe, as implemented in IBM telecommunication 
products, is more prec i se in certa i n aspects than 
the HOLC standards--both as approved and as current
ly proposed. 

Support of channel data link protocols is required for the 
movement of data between the computer and the commun i
cations controller. 
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TCAM supports a wide range of link protocols which can be 
brought into an SNA env ironment. VTAM supports BSC as a 
special case for some models of the 3270 display family. 

Software features of the ACF/NCP/VS such as NTO provide 
still another technique for supporting non-SDLC link pro
tocols within an SNA network. Disciplines supported via 
NTO include the asynchronous disciplines associated with 
2740/41 terminals, TWX terminals, and World Trade Tele
graph terminals. 

Oev ices attached to an SNA network by non-SOLC disc i pI i nes 
often do not enjoy the full range of functional support 
accorded those devices that were developed in conformity 
with SOlC and SNA. 

Physical Control Layer 

Implementations of this layer manage the physical inter
face with the attached transmission medium. This includes 
data presentation, interface control, error detection, 
recovery, and notification. 

This layer is the functional equivalent of the OS! level 1. 

IBM SNA products support the following interfaces: 

1 • V.24 (RS-232-C), 

2. V.35, 

3. X.21, 

4. X.21 bis, and the 

5. 5/370 channel interface. 

This completes the discussion of SNA as an architecture. The 
remainder of this section will address three examples of SNA 
implementation. 

The first example is Figure 4 on page 22. The important idea is 
that data transiting intermediate nodes will be operated upon 
by those layers that implement the transmission subsystem. The 
higher layers, more involved with end user issues, are only 
involved at the end points of the session or connection. 
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This illustration suggests a mapping of IBM products imple
menting virtual routes to OSI layers. For this picture to be 
accurate, it is a requ i rement that the CPU's be execut i ng a 
current ACF Release 3 access method (VTAM or TCAM) and the 
3705's be executing ACF/NCP/VS Version 1 Release 3. 

'Virtual route' is a term associated with ACF (Advanced Commu
nications Function) Release 3, the most recent release of SNA 
i mplementat i on enhancements. "A virtual route i dent if i es a 
full-duplex connection between two subarea nodes and only 
indirectly refers to physical connections" (7). For any two 
subareas that have a virtual route identified between them, end 
users in those su~areas that desire to communicate may use any 
virtual route that is available. The selection is made at the 
time the session is set up. 

The second implementation example is shown in Figure 5 on page 
24. This figure shows how existing IBM and user programs in a 
mainframe might map against both the aS! layers and the SNA 
layers. There are 6 salient points to this picture as listed 
below. 

1 • 

2 . 

3. 

SNA 

The significance of user code is not properly emphasized. 
As shown, it sits above the Application or NAU Services 
Manager layers. Some user code can be in these layers. One 
should never lose sight of the tremendous investment that 
data processing users have in this code. I believe it is a 
marketplace reality that a successful implementation of 
lower layers will be one that minimizes impact on the lay
ers above it. At the same time, lower layer implementa
tions must address the issues of proliferation and 
flexibility loss that led to their creation. 

Subsystems playa relatively small role. They can be 
thought of as providing: presentation services, a sup
port i ng env ironment for user appl i cat i on code, spec i ali zed 
support such as data bases, and supporting services such as 
checkpoint/restart. This is not to minimize the role of 
subsystems in relieving users of code development and 
maintenance as well as providing a stable framework for 
future enhancements and development. 

The number of levels encompassed by the access method is an 
indicator of the function that is provided. The levels 
provide a system description and the implementation 
defines the parameters that must be passed down from net
work users. 
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4. In the implementation depicted, the interfaces between the 
levels are not accessible and may not exist. If an archi
tecture specification goes beyond defining and grouping 
functions to rigidly define interfaces between groups of 
functions, the result can be unnecessary constraints on 
implementation. This can adversely impact cost and pro
duct i on of assoc i ated products. The aS! mode 1 does not 
standardi ze the interfaces between levels. 

5. User code as described above layer can be totally provided 
by a vendor. Examples of this within the IBM product line 
are NJE, TSO,. and VM. 

6 • This SNA-based interpretation of aS! includes support of a 
S/370 channel as a data 1 i nk. 

The third implementation is shown in Figure 6 on page 26. This 
picture suggests a mapping of a 3705 with NCP against aS! and 
SNA layers. It is very simi lar to the above picture and many of 
the same comments apply. Some new ideas elicited by this pic
ture are given be low. 

1. There is no user code shown because these products are con
cerned only with data transport and providing the route 
extension to terminals which support end users. 

2. Boundary function is brought into play for support of 
peripheral nodes that are not capable of providing all the 
functions necessary to participate in the global network. 
The programmable resources of the 3705 are used to provide 
Transmission Control services on behalf of the peripheral 
node. These are described in the section on Transmission 
Control. The strengths of this approach are reduced cost 
for peripheral nodes, increased flexibility, and simpli
fied systems definition. 

This concludes the implementation examples. The next section 
will address different functional interpretations of 051 and 
SNA. 
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COMPARISON OF SNA AND OSI 

Th is sect i on wi 11 address i nterpretat ions of 051 that are 
implied by current SNA implementations. SNA implementations 
represent one examp Ie for 051 imp lementat ions. 

As stated in "051 and SNA" on page 2, the or i gins and obj ect i ves 
of SNA and 051 are considerably different. The purpose of 051 
is to provide a vehicle for ongoing development of standards 
for system interconnection. The purpose of SNA is to provide a 
basis for a unified communications product line. This, in 
turn, will offer the users of that product line improved pro
tect i on of the i r investments in end-user systems. To the 
degree that SNA must address communication between 
systems--systems in the aS! sense--SNA can be compared with aS! 
with a high degree of similarity. This paper addresses this 
simi larity. 

In focusing on the system-to-system communication"aspects of 
SNA, two important features of the set of SNA products are 
ignored. 

The first is the control structure that is used for management 
and control of sessions and network resources, e.g., control
lers, lines, terminals, application programs, routes, etc. 
The primary vehicles for this are the architectural entities of 
systems services control point (SSCP), physical units (PU's) 
and associated services, logical units (LU's) and associated 
services, session control, and network control. (17) A 
similar, underlying control structure does not exist for OS!. 
This means that many questions about how it really works and 
who has responsibility for what function cannot be answered 
except on a case-by-case bas is. 

The second feature is the i ncreas i ng set of products devoted to 
communications network management. Examples of these are the 
architecture for error reporting, and supporting products such 
as Threshold Analysis and Remote Access (TARA) for the 3600 
Finance Communication System, Network Problem Determination 
Application (NPDA), and the 386X micro-processor based modems. 
The existence of an architecture facilitates development of 
consistent, meaningful network management tools. OSI does not 
address network management issues associated with system 
interconnection. 

Any complete comparison of 051 and SNA must include these 
aspects as well as the inter-system similarities discussed in 
this paper. However, these topics are beyond the scope of this 
paper. Before conti"nuing with a comparison of the system 
interconnection similarities of aS! and SNA, the evolutionary 
progress of each arch i tecture must be understood. 
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SNA 1S an architecture driven by a single vendor. It has been 
visible since 1974. Since then, the implementations of SNA 
have been expanded and enhanced considerably. As a result of 
ongoing development and experience gained through implementa
t j on, the arch i tecture i tse 1 f is matur i ng. 

On the other hand, aS! is a young arch i tecture dr i ven by an 
international standards organization. OS1 has only been visi
ble since 1978. The definitions of lower levels of OSI are sup
portable by, but not limited to, already existing standards 
work, e.g., CCITT X.25 or ISO HDLC. Architecture for higher 
levels is not yet advanced enough to permit coherent implemen
tation by the vendor community. There are specific exceptions 
to this statement, e.g., CCITT X.3, X.28, and X.29 interpreta
tions of aS! level 6, the Presentation layer. Active 
architectural development is underway in support of other lay
ers. Architecture must be firm and seen to provide significant 
benefits before vendors can begin to commit resources to prod
uct development or enhancement. 

Products that purport to conform to an architecture or specifi
cation may not be able to communicate with each other. This can 
result from different interpretations of the specification or 
mutually exclusi ve choices made by the product creators. His
tory has shown that time and experience can solve these types 
of problems when the motivation exists. 

For the functions listed earlier for aS! levels 7 and 6, Appli
cation and Presentation respectively, current SNA implementa
t ions address most in some manner. Except ions for the 
Application layer include determination of cost allocation 
methodology and resource adequacy to provide the desired qual
ity of service. These are aS! objectives to be provided in this 
layer. No specification of how this should be done is provided. 
For many of the other top i cs, the i mplementat i on may not be 
user-spec if i ab Ie in any way; it may be fixed by the SNA arch i
tects or product creators. 

The functions described for aS! levelS, the Session layer, are 
addressed in some manner by current SNA implementations. SNA 
chaining protocols can accomplish a form of the OSI quarantine 
service. The services of session establishment and release are 
controlled by logical unit services of the SNA system services 
control point (SSCP) acting through session control of the com
mon sess i on contra 1 (CSC) manager. The rema in i ng ser vices 
associated with an established session are controlled by the 
session control manager of the transmission control element 
( 17) • 

SNA Transmission Control and Path Control implement most of the 
functions described in "Open Systems Interconnection" on page 
4 for levels 4 and 3, the Transport and Network layers respec
tively. ACF Release 3 has the ability to select different 
classes of service. The selection is done from the application 
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layer at session set-up and is fixed for the duration of the 
session. 

The correlation between an SNA class of service and parameters 
such as transit time, throughput, availability, etc. is 
dependent on the resources made available when the network was 
designed and built by the network owner. 

Both SNA and 051 have def i ned a transport subgroup. In SNA, it 
is known as the transmission SUbsystem and includes the func
tions of Transmission Control, Path Control, Data Link 
Control, and Phys i cal Interface Control. For 051, it is known 
as the transport service and includes 051 levels 4 through 1, 
the Transport, Network, Data Link, and Physical layers respec
ti vely. The SNA Path Control network roughly embraces the 
total set of functions described for aS! Levels 1, 2, 3, and 
part of Level 4. With SNA, Clil end-to-end communication 
between NAU' sis routed by Path Control. In the 051 model, 
end-to-end functions are only implemented in the Transport 
Layer, level 4. 

The 051 proposal (4) makes the following statement with regard 
to the Network layer: 

The Network lClyer contains functions necessary to pro
vide the Transport layer with a firm Network/Transport 
boundary wh i ch is independent of the under I y i ng commun i
cations media in all things other than quality of 
service. 

The emphasis on this boundary suggests that it is a candidate 
for an environmental boundary between dissimilClr implementa
tions. This is consistent with current X.2S services. But it 
does suggest that a service based on the Network/Transport 
boundary cannot provide a complete transport service; the 
Transport lClyer is required to provide the complete service. 
An example of this would be end-to-end connection service 
incorporating tandem, dissimilClr networks. Services identi
fied with 051 level 4, the Transport layer, are necessary. The 
burden of providing these is on the user of a service conform
ing to CCITT X.2S protocols. 

However, there are many data communications requirements that 
can be addressed by a service that provides an 051 level 3 
interface. The treatment of the functions of higher levels is 
defined by the network service avai lable and is deemed adequate 
by the user. 

The 051 Network layer concept of adjacent nodes is illustrated 
in Figure 7 on page 30. The salient point is that once inside 
the network with a level 3 interface, the implementations may 
not be constrained by 051. This mayor may not be significant 
depending on the need to have access to mechanisms within the 
packet network. 
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Figure 8 on page 33 shows a network service that delivers two 
types of serv ice. Th is picture dep i cts an end-user ent i ty exe
cut i ng funct ions that can be descr i bed in two ways: 

1. the functions of 051 levels 4,5,6, and 7 or, 

2. part of the SNA Path Control functions plus the Function 
Management and NAU Serv ices Manager layer. 

At the level of 051 level 4 or SNA Path Control. decisions can 
be made to use the packet service with the CeITT X.25 interface 
or to use the SNA-implemented services based on communication 
controllers interconnected by fixed bandwidth connections. 
The difference i.n the two choices is in the function available 
in looking into the network from aS! level 4 or from SNA Path 
Control. Both cho ices represent i ntell i gent networks: the 
SNA-based ser vices are cons i stent with a 11 the SNA contro 1 
structure and all the resources are controllable by the network 
owner; the transport service based on the CCITT-defined X.25 
network is not consistent with the SNA control structure 
because the resources within the packet net are beyond the con
trol of the network owner. 

This may represent an exposure to the user in terms of control
ling resource application in response to varying business or 
external circumstances. On the other hand, the owner of the 
packet network has accepted responsibility for providing ser
vice. Th i s frees the user of that serv i ce (the network end user 
that requests service via 051 level 7 or the SNA NAU Services 
Manager layer) from concern for how the service is provided. 

The functions described for aS! level 2, the Data Link layer, 
encompass the functions provided by the SNA Data link Control 
layer. As described earlier, the data link control vehicles 
supported under SNA are broader than those currently thought of 
for aS! implementations. Also, control of transmission groups 
is part of SNA Path Control rather than a Data Link layer func
t i on as as! suggests. 

The functions described for 051 level 1, the Physical Control 
layer, are the same as those demanded by the SNA Physical Con
trol layer. As described above, the SNA implementations 
include support for channels as transmission media while 051 
does not. aS! does not preclude channel support however • 

As stated at the outset, the differences between aS! and SNA 
begin with their objectives. 051 has the objective of provid
ing a common denominator for interconnection between dissimi
lar systems. Non-homogeneous systems can be expected to have 
substantially different internal control structures and man
agement processes. SNA is the foundat i on for a un i form 
commun i cat ions product 1 i ne. A un i form commun i cat ions product 
line implies a consistent control structure and provides the 
opportun i ty for standard i zed network management processes. 
Products conforming to SNA can have comparatively richer func-
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t 1 ons for system control, management, and operat i on than 
products conforming to the common-denominator requirements of 
the aS! model. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Predictions supported by meaningful detail are impossible 
without further 051 architecture and vendor-supplied implemen
tat ions of that arch i tecture. 

In general, a further expansion of options avai lable to address 
business-related communications issues is a certainty. The 
degree of adherence to any arch i tecture is a factor of how 
orderly this expansion may be. The decisions facing a user of 
data communications offering will be increasingly complex and 
difficult to execute. 

How soon will the potential discipline imposed by 051 be visi
ble? Again, the answer is elusive. But a review of the history 
packet networks based on the CCITT X.2S recommendation is valu
able. 

As a proposed standard, CCITT X.2S first became visible in 
1973. Network serv ices based on th is standard first appeared in 
1977. By 1980, CCITT X.2S packet networks have become signif
icant, although not dominant, in the worldwide data communi
cations market. In June, 1979, differences in available 
implementations of CCITT X.2S packet nets were documented (9). 
These differences significantly impact products being devel
oped to attach to packet nets. The result has been increased 
cost and retarded availability of equipment to support packet 
nets. The community of packet network owners/administrators 
agreed to improve standardization with a target date of 1982. 

From the first visibility of CCITT X.2S to significant 
standard i zat i on of offer i ngs spanned a ten year per i od. 051 is 
much broader in scope. As a result, 051 embraces a much larger 
community of users and vendors. This suggests a lengthy period 
for the fruition of offerings based on 051. 

What wi 11 the IBM role be? IBM can be expected to continue 
enhancement of SNA and the products that implement it. IBM 
encourages the use of international standards as the basis for 
interfaces to public data networks. IBM continues to partic
ipate in and contribute to international standards efforts to 
develop and enhance these interfaces. Additionally, IBM par
ticipates in and contributes to the ISO efforts to define, via 
051, a single set of cons i stent protoco Is for inter-system com
mun i cat i on. Announcement of the capab iIi ty to support products 
or functions based on international standards will be based on 
IBM's technical and business judgment in addressin~ the 
requ i rements of its customers. 
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APPENDIX - ARCHITECTURE 

Consider the following definitions of 'architecture' provided 
by the dictionaryl: 

1. "The art and sc i ence of des i gn i ng and erect i ng bu i ld i ngs. 

2. "A structure or structures collecti vely. 

3. "A style and method of des i gn and construct i on. 

4. "Any design or orderly arrangement perceived by man." 

Using the fourth definition, one can assert that any generic 
process that can be segmented into component processes or meth
odologies can be addressed by an architecture. 

It is widely believed that the data communications process can 
be segmented into several component processes, usually less 
than ten. An orderly arrangement of these component processes 
wi 11 constitute a communications architecture. 

An initial assumption will be that communications as discussed 
in this paper will be two-party only. This does not preclude 
broadcast applications; it simply suggests that a total commu
nications task will be defined as a series of communications 
between two part i es. 

As a discussion point, assume that a communications architect 
has def i ned five component processes. Together these proc
esses define the complete communications process for one party 
of a desired two-party communication. This architecture 
shou ld concern i tse 1 f with: 

1. the logical structure or definition of the component proc
esses, 

2. the relat i onsh i p of each process to the others, 

3. 

4. 

1 

the format of data as it passes through the various compo
nents, and 

the peer-to-peer protocols between the component 
processes. 

William Morris, ed., The American Heritage Dictionary 
of the English language, 1979, Houghton Mifflin Compa
ny, Boston. 
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Figure 9 depicts the five level interpretation of communi
cations for a single party. Three important notions can be 
rationalized from this figure. 

First is the idea of service represented by a particular level 
N. Level N provides service to higher levels. Service is 
requested by level N+l, the next higher level. Level N will 
honor requests using its own functions and the services pro
vided by the lower levels. There are two special cases of this 
concept of service requests from higher levels. These are 
addressed be low as the second and th i rd not ions. 

The second notion is that the highest level, level 5 in this 
example, wi 11 receive service requests from the end user 
instead of a next higher level. The end user can be manifested 
in many forms, e.g., a terminal operator, an application pro
gram, etc. 

The thi rd notion is that the lowest level interfaces with a 
physical transmission medium. Within the architecture there 
are no lower levels from which this level can request service. 
It does request actual movement of data over the attached 
transmission medium. 

'Peer-to-peer commun i cat ions' is an essent i a I concept in 
understanding how these communications architectures are 
intended to work. See Figure 10 on page 38. Consider Layer 3 
to be the conversation contractor, i.e., the control function 
responsible for agreement between Parties A and B about condi
tions of dialog turnaround, logical continuity (bracket 
protocols), and maximum data per transmission. In order to 
strike an agreement on these parameters, Layer 3 representing 
Party A may need to communicate with its peer, Layer 3 repres
enting Party B. This communication would be accomplished using 
the Layer 2 and Layer 1 services avai lable to each layer 3 enti
ty. 

In order for this peer communication to occur, control data 
associated with a particular component process must be created 
and transferred. At the sending party, this data will be 
appended to the data un it rece i ved from the ne xt highest I eve I. 
At the receiving party, used control data will be stripped off 
as the data un i t moves up in levels toward the user party. Th i s 
process is shown in Figure lion page 40. 

If an exchange of control information is required between two 
intermediate levels as described above for Layer 3, then the 
initial control data unit is created at the originating func
tion. In the above example, this would have been either Layer 
3.Party A or Layer 3.Party B depending on who originated the 
conversation. 
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This pairing of peer functions offers improved opportunities 
for distribution of function. For example, there could be 
intelligence at each end of the conversation as described 
above. Or, if one end of the conversation were implemented with 
a low function hardware terminal, negotiations on behalf of 
that terminal could be implemented elsewhere, e.g., fixed 
parameters or code ina commun i cat ions controller. 

In what form does a component process ex i st? The component 
process is an architectural entity, a group of functions asso
ciated by decree. This set of functions must be engaged on 
behalf of any parties desiring to communicate within the rules 
of the architecture. The medium for providing the functions 
can be hardware, a program (including microcode), or a human 
operator. The entity will make decisions on behalf of a 
des ired conversat i on between two part i es. 

If code is the medium, executable code will provide the compo
nent process. Control blocks associated with each communicat
ing party provide the unique identity of the process with a 
party or connect ion. 

I f the med i um is hardware, the component process and its un i que 
identity with an end user are usually locked together. 

If there is rigid adherence to formats and protocols specified 
by the architecture, theoretically communication should be 
possible between two peer levels implemented by different par
ties and technologies. 

When architectural conformity is desireable, the purveyor of 
communications products must be concerned with cost alterna
tives. When the resources to develop and support the products 
are constrained and there is a choice between providing addi
t i onal funct i on at the same cost, reduc i ng cost, or adher i ng to 
an architecture, there is a strong incentive to either provide 
more function or reduce cost. The realities of these choices 
can impede architectural conformity until benefits are clear 
and funct ions are not amb i guous. 
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Even with the cost alternative considerations mentioned above, 
there are three primary benefits that accrue from the imposi
t i on of a data commun i cat ions arch i tecture. They are: 

1. improved flexibi lity for taking advantage of technological 
innovations, 

2. a reduction of incompatible implementations of the same 
generic process, and 

3. peer-to-peer interface standardi zat i on eas i ng i ntercon
nections between dissimilar data communication implemen
tations. 
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common sess ion contro 1 (CSC), 

funct i on management data serv ices (FMDS), 

logical unit (lU) (16), 

logical unit services and logical unit services manag
er, 

network addressable un i t (NAU) (16), 

network control, 

physical unit (PU), 

physical unit services and physical unit services man
ager, 

• system services control point (SSCP) (16), and 

• session control, 

These terms denote architectural entities; groups of func
tion that logically associated. These entities are 
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